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ABSTRACT
Packet Radio Networks (PRNET) have developed rapidly during recent
years. One basic problem is how to organize a PRNET. In this report
we consider the architectural organization of PRNET as a cluster head
set problem. We prove that the optimal cluster head set problem is NP-
complete. Several suboptimal cluster head set algorithms are proposed.
Computer simulation programs to implement these algorithms are given,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Packet Radio Networking (PRNET) is a technology that extends the
original packet switching concepts to broadcast radio networks. It offers
a highly efficient way of providing computer network access to mobile
terminals and computer communication in the mobile environment. Rapid
development has taken place during recent years in this area [1]. One
of the basic problems is the architectural organization of mobile radio
networks, which allows the network to organize itself into a reliable
network structure and then maintain this structure under changing topology.
In some circumstances the connectivities are changed due to movement of
nodes, node and link failure, and the addition of new nodes. Therefore,
the organization of the PRNET's architecture must account for these
changes.
There are several mobile radio networks: Packet Radio (PRNET) [1],
Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) [2], Battlefield Information Dis-
tribution (BID) [3], Ptarmigan [4], and HF Intratask Force (ITF) network
[5]. Their architectural organizations are different. In [5], a
distributed linked cluster algorithm was proposed and developed for
use in the HF (ITF) network. However, this algorithm made no attempt to
minimize the number of cluster required. In this report we deal with the
architectural organization of PRNET as a cluster head set problem. It
will be proved that the cluster head set problem is NP-complete. Some
suboptimal algorithms are proposed and studied. Simulation examples
and computer programs to implement these algorithms are given. We will
discuss these problems in the following sections.
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II. FORMULATION OF CLUSTER HEAD SET PROBLEM
1. Description of the original cluster head set problem:
Our goal is to organize a Packet Radio Network (PRNET). The locations
of a set of radio stations are given. We assume all the stations have the
same transmission range R. The stations are divided into clusters, as
shown in Fig. 1. Some stations are selected as cluster heads. Stations
(others than cluster heads and gateways) communicate only with cluster
heads. The cluster heads are allowed to communicate with each other
either directly or through no more than two gatewyas, which are stations
connecting two cluster heads or connecting a cluster head with the gateway
to another cluster head.
cluster head
ordinary node
\ / gateway
Figure 1
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In Fig. 1 cluster head 1 and cluster head 2 communicate directly.
Cluster head 2 and cluster head 3 as well as cluster head 4 and cluster
head 5 communicate through one gateway. But cluster head 3 and cluster
4 communicate through two gateways. The cluster heads and gateways
construct a connected backbone network.
The cluster heads set problem is: How can we select the stations as
cluster heads such that the clusters cover all the stations and the
number of the cluster heads is minimum?
2. Mathematical formulation of the cluster head set problem.
We can formulate the cluster head set problem as an optimization
problem:
Given a connected graph G = (N,E) (Fig. 2).
Find a minimum subset u C N, such that each node v in subset V = N-U
is connected with at least one of the nodes u e U, i.e., {u,v} e E.
3. The cluster head set algorithm
We suggest the following cluster head algorithm to construct a
cluster structure of a given graph G.
Cluster head set algorithm
Input: graph G = (N,E)
Output: a set of cluster heads CH, a set of gateways GW, and a set of
gateways GW, and a set of ordinary nodes ON. The cluster
heads and gateways form a backbone network. Every ordinary
node connects one of the cluster heads.
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begin
CH: = G; W: = 0; ON: = 0; ONR: = 0;
step 1: choose arbitrarily a node in N as the first cluster head,
remove it from N and put it in CH;
step 2: put all the neighbour nodes of the cluster head in ON;
step 3: choose arbitrarily one node from ON, or from one hop nodes
from ON, or from two hops nodes from ON as the second cluster
head; remove it from ON or N and put it in CH;
step 4: put the node connecting two cluster heads in GW; remove them
from their original set of nodes;
while N # Q do
step 5: repeat step 3 to step 4;
end
The example of constructed cluster head set structure of given graphs
in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3.
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III. NP-COMPLETENESS OF CLUSTER HEAD SET PROBLEM
The above cluster head set algorithm can give a cluster structure
network of a given graph G. But it is obvious that we can not find the
optimal solution of cluster head set problem in polynomial time. In
essence, the cluster head set problem is the same as the dominating set
problem [6,7]:
A set of vertices in a graph G is said to be dominating set if every
vertex not in the set is adjacent to one or more vertices in the set.
The optimal cluster head set problem is to find the minimum number
of cluster heads of a network. It is the same as the minimal dominating
set problem:
A minimal dominating set is a dominating set such that no proper
subset of it is also a dominating set.
C. Lin in [7] indicates: the minimal dominating sets of a graph can
be found by an algebraic method wich is based on the notion of generating
functions. If a graph G has no.nodes, when we use this method, we have to
multiply n clauses, and each of them may include n terms. The computing
time is O(n ) , a exponential time.
M.R. Garey and D.S. Johnson in [8] claimed, that the minimal dominating
set problem is NP-complete, but the proof is unpublished.
In this section we prove the following theorem:
Theorem: The cluster head set problem is NP-complete
Proof: The first part of the proof is to prove that the cluster
head set problem is NP. We have thefollowing lemma:
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Lemma 1: For a given G = (N,E) the cluster head set algorithm can give a
cluster structure network.
Proof: As shwon in Fig. 3, the procedure of the algorithm can be
terminated in finite steps.
Lemma 2: The cluster head- set algorithm is on 0(n 2 ) algorithm.
Proof: The maximum number of steps to choose CH is n; for every
choice of CH, the algorithm needs to examine all n nodes as its ON,
requiring n operations in all and another n steps to determine the
gateways. So the total numberof steps is n + 2n . The cluster head set
algorithm is on 0(n2 ) algorithm.-
Lemma 3: Cluster head set algorithm is a non-deterministic algorithm.
Proof: The structure of clusters depends at every step on choices
of cluster heads and gateways. For answering a recognition problem; it
is a non-deterministic procedure. So it is a non-deterministic algorithm.
Claim: From the above Lemma, the cluster head set problem can be
solved by a non-deterministic algorithm in polynomial time. So it is NP.
The second part of the proof we have to do is to polynomially transform
a well known NP-complete problem to the cluster head set problem. In [8],
it was proven that VERTEX COVER is NP-complete. We use a similar method
to transform 3 SAT to the cluster head- set problem.
Let U = {ui,u 2,..un} and C = {c1,C 2 ,...,c M be any instance of 3 SAT.
We must construct a graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer K < IVI such
that G has a set of cluster heads of size K or less if and only if C is
satisfiable.
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The construction will be made up of several components. In our case,
we will have (1) truth-setting components, (2) satisfaction testing
components, and(3)some additional communication edges between the various
components.
For each variable ui e U, there is a truth-setting component
T. = (V., Ei), consisting of three vertices and three edges
joining them to form a triangle:
Vi. = {u , ui ui }
E i = {{u., U.}, {u i, U}, {U, u }}
For each clause c. e C, there is a satisfaction testing component
S. = (v', E'), consisting of three vertices and three edges joining them
to form a triangle:
V. = {a [j], a[j], a3[j]}
E. = {{a [j], a2 [j]}, {al[j], a3[jl}, {a2 [j], a [j] }}
We add another triangle inside this one (as.shown in Fig. 4) with the
nodes and edges as follows:
V. = {a4 [j ], a5[J], a6Ij]}
E. = {{a4 [j], a5[j]}, {a4[j], a6[j]}, {a5 [j], a6 [j]}}
The only part of the construction that depends on which literals
occur in which clauses is the collection of communication edges. These
are best viewed from the/vantage point of the satisfaction testing
components. For each clauses c. e C, let the three literals in c. be
J J
denoted by xj, yj and zj. Then the communication edges emanating from
S. are given by:
J
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E"'= {{al[j], xj}, {a2[j], yj}, {a3 [j], Zj}}j 1 j 2 .}, j
.i. .I.
We put one node on each of Ej , referred to Vj . This changes
Ill
E. to
J
Ej = {{al[ ], Vjl }, {jl, x.}}
fit ItI
{{a2[j], V'. 2 v y
{{a 3[jl], Vj3 }, vj3 zj}}
The construction of our instance of cluster heads is completed by
setting K = n+2m, and G = (V,E), where
n n n , n ,,,
V = ( U V.) U( U V.)U( U V..)U( U V.
i=l 1 j=l 3 j=l j=l 
and
n m , m m ,,,
E = U E)U( U E.)U( U E.)U( U E )
i=l 1 j=l 3 j=l 3 j=l 3
Fig. 4 shows an example of the graph obtained when U = {u1 ,u2,u 3,u 4}
and C = {{ull u 3 ,u4 } {uuu2'u 4
In construction at least one cluster head is needed in each top
triangle, otherwise u. will be isolated. If a solution with K<n+2m
cluster head exists, and some ui is cluster head, then eliminate it if
u. or u. are cluster heads, and move it to u. otherwise. Thus if a
1 1 1
solution with k < n+2m exists, one exists with no u* as a cluster head.
If a solution with u. and uiboth cluster heads exists, move one of them I
down to V it is still a solution. Thus if a solution exists withd ;it is 
U* U* U* U*
u u u2 U -- -- U4 u4 (vi ,E) = T.U1] 34  1i 1
a (v'' ",E'!' = S2 ~- J J 3
al[l] a5 [l] a[1] a 2] a[2] a 3[2]
Fig. 4
K < n+2m, we also have a solution with ui or ui but not both as cluster
heads.
At least two cluster heads must exist in each pair of lower triangles
including the V"'! nodes connected to those triangles. Thus if a solution with
J
K<n+2m exists, it must exactly satisfy K=n+2m. If on above structure some V'!
Jj
is a cluster head, then either a4, a5 or a6 must be the other cluster head.
Since either u. or u. above V'. is; in the cluster head set, we can move the
1 1 3
cluster head in V"' down to al, and move the cluster head in V"' out to
3 1 3
a2 or a3 . Thus if a solution exists with K =n+2m, one exists with
exactly two of each al, a2, a3 as cluster heads and exactly one of ul,
u. as a cluster head.
1
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It is obvious that the construction can be accomplished in polynomial
time. All that remains to be shown is that C is satisfiable if and only
if G has a set of cluster heads of size K = n+2m or less.
Suppose that CHCV is a set of cluster heads for G with ICHI < K. By
our previous remarks, CH must contain at least one vertex from each ui and
u. pair, at least wo vertices from each V' . This gives a total of n+2m = K
vertices. Thus we can use the way in which V' intersects each truth-
setting component to obtain a truth assignment t:U + {T,F}. We merely set
t(u.) = T if u. e CH and t(u.) = F if u. e CH. To see that this truth
assignment satisfies each of the clauses e. e C, consider the three nodes
of VI' for a given clause. Only two of those nodes can be covered by
vertices from V.' n CH, so one of them must be covered by a vertex from
some Vi that belong to V'. But that implies that the corresponding literal,
either u. or ui, from clause c. is true under the truth assignment t, and
hence clause c, is satisfied by t. Because this holds for every c. e C,
it follows that t is a satisfying truth assignment for C. An example
is shown in Fig. 6. If we have a set of cluster heads of Fig. 5, then C
is satisfiable.
Conversely, suppose that t:V + {T,F} is a satisfying truth assignment
for C. The corresponding cluster head set V' includes one vertex from
each pair of u. and ui, two vertices from each VW. The vertex from u.
and u i pair in V' is u. if t(u.) = T and is u. if t(u.) = F. This1 1 1 1 1
ensures that at least one of three nodes from each set of V'W' is covered,
because t satisfies each cluase c.. Therefore we need only include in
CH two of the points from V"', and this gives the desired cluster head set.
j
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U* u* * *
2 u 3 u
{u{ 1 -U3 U4 }{uu 2u 4 {, = C
a2,- \0a2K[2] 1 0 1 0 1 1
a[1] a [1]j aK = n+2m = 4+4 = 8
a[] a5 3 [1] a12] a5[2] a3[2]
FIG. 5
Fig. 6 shows the given truth assignment and its corresponding cluster head
set.
{{UlU3'U4 },t u l u 2 u 4 } }= ( c l c 2 }=C 1}U{ c }u u 4
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
K = n+2m = 8
FIG. 6
Claim: Cluster head- set problem is NP-complete.
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IV. The Suboptimal Cluster Head Set Algorithms
The optimal cluster head set problem is to find a cluster structure
for a given graph G with a minimum number of cluster heads. In the previous
section's discussion we have seen that it is difficult to find a fast
algorithm which can give the optimal solution of this problem. We now
suggest algorithms which may give a suboptimal solution of this problem.
The main idea of these algorithms is that every cluster should cover
as many stations (nodes) as possible, and that the cluster heads connect
to each other through two gateways whenever possible. In this way the
network may be constructed with a small number of clusters.
1. The suboptimal cluster head set algorithm (A)
Input: graphic G = (N,E), and a node number of every node of N;
Output: a set of cluster heads CH, a set of gateways GW, and
a set of ordinary nodes ON; the cluster heads
and gateways form a backbone network; every ordinary node
connects to one of the cluster heads;
begin
CH: = ; GW: = 0; ON: = 0;
step 1: select an arbitrary node as the first cluster head, remove
it from N and put it in set CH;
step 2: put all the connected neighbour nodes of the first cluster
head in set ON, and remove these nodes from N;
step 3: calculate the degrees of three classes of nodes:
first class nodes: all nodes in ON; the degree of a node
for this algorithm includes only the number of edges going to
nodes in N;
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second class nodes: all the connected neighbor nodes of ON,
referred as the two-hop neighbor nodes;
third class nodes: all the connected neighbor nodes of the
two hop neighbor nodes, referred as the three-hop neighbor
nodes;
step 4: from second and third class nodes choose the node with maximum
degree as the second cluster head, remove it from its
original set and add it to CH; if there are two or more
nodes with the same degree in a class, we choose the node
with largest identification number;
if there are two nodes with the same degree in two different
classes, we choose the node in higher class (the third class
is the highest class);
step 5: remove all the neighbor nodes of the second cluster head from N,
and add them to set ON;
step 6: if the second cluster head is in first class, there needn't any
gateway; if the second cluster head is in the second class,
any node joining the two cluster heads is defined as a gateway;
if the second cluster head is in the third class, any two
nodes connecting the two cluster heads are defined as gateways;
remove gateways from their original sets, and add to GW;
while Nib do.
step 7: repeat the procedure from step 3 to step 6
end
In the above algorithm, we choose the first cluster head arbitrarily.
The structure of the network depends upon the initial choice of cluster
head. We may choose it according to maximum node degree node or maximum
node number as the initial cluster head. But the best way is to choose
every node as the initial cluster head and then select the minimum number
of cluster heads as the suboptimal resolution. In the next section we will
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show the computer programming results of this situation.
2. The suboptimal cluster head set algorithms (B)
In the previous algorithm the constraint is only from ordinary, two and
three hops nodes to find the cluster head. We may drop this constraint,
and find the cluster head from all of the nodes outside the cluster head
set and ordinary nodes set. When all nodes of N are covered, the connection
of between two cluster heads are no more than two gateways. The algorithm
(B) may be formulated as follows:
Input: graph G = (N,E), and a node number of every node of N;
Output: a set of cluster heads CH, a set of gateways GW, and a set of
ordinary nodes ON, the cluster heads and gateways form a backbone
network; every ordinary node connects one of the cluster heads;
the constructed network with less number of clusters;
begin
CH: = 0; GW: = 0; ON: = 0;
step 1: select arbitary node as the first cluster head, remove it from
N and put it in set CH;
step 2: put all the neighbour nodes of this first cluster head in set
ON, and remove these nodes from N;
step 3: calculate the degrees of all nodes outside the CH.,and ON sets
including only neighbor in N;
step 4: choose the node with maximum degree, as the second cluster
head, remove it from N and add it to CH;
step 5: remove all the neighbour nodes of the second cluster head from
N, and add them to set ON;
step 6: nodes connecting two cluster heads are defined as gateways;
remove them from ON and add them to GW;
while N = 0 do
step 7: repeat the procedure from step 3 to step 6;
end
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For the same reason, the network structure of algorithm (B) depends
upon the initial cluster head too. A suboptimal resolution may be obtained by
using each node in turn an initial cluster head and finally choosing
the best one with minimum number of cluster heads. The computer programming
simulation results will be shown in the next section.
3. The suboptimal cluster heads set algorithms (C)
In the previous two algorithms we intended to minimize the number of
cluster heads. If we want to reduce the number of gateways, we may
constrain the choice of cluster heads to be at most two hops away from some
other CH. Algorithm (C) will implment this idea.
Input: graph G = (N,E), and a node number of every node of N;
Output: a set of cluster head CH, a set of gateways GW, and a set of
ordinary nodes ON; the cluster heads and gateways form a
backbone network; every ordinary node is a neighbor of one
of the cluster heads;
begin:
CH: = 0; GW: = 0; ON: = 0;
step 1: select an arbitrary node as the first cluster head, remove
it from N and put it in set Ch;
step 2: put all the neighbour nodes of the first cluster head in set
ON, and remove the nodes from N;
step 3: calculate the degrees of nodes two hops from a CH;
step 4: choose the node with maximum degree (only nodes in N
for the degree) as the second cluster head, remove it
from N and add it to CH;
step 5: remove all the neighbor nodes of the second cluster head
from N, and add them to set ON;
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step 6: a node connecting two cluster heads is defined as a gateway;
remove it from ON and add it to GW;
while N # 0 do
step 7: repeat the procedure from step 3 to step 6;
end
In the next section the computer programming simulation results of
this algorithm will be shown to compare with the results of the two
previous algorithms.
4. The suboptimal cluster head set algorithm (D)
In some special case, as shown in Fig. 7, algorithm (A) does not give
a good resolution.
///.
F. 
_ _
Fig. 7
If we modify the step 4 of algorithm (A) in this way: not only from
two and three hops nodes but also from ON set choose cluster head, we may
get a good result. This situation will be shown in Appendix.
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V. COMPUTER PROGRAMS
We wrote computer programs to implement the suboptimal cluster head
set algorithms. The topology of three given graphs G = (N,E) are shown in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 7. The input of the program is the connectivity matrix
of the graph. In Appendix 1 computer programs are presented. Computing
results of each suboptimal cluster head set algorithms are shown in
Appendix 2. The output cluster heads and gateways matrix determines the
cluster head set and gateway set. The entries of the matrix show the
gateways connecting the cluster heads, represented in first column and
first row. Appendix 3 show the graph representation of the computed
results.
In table 1, the number of cluster heads for all the initial cluster
head nodes of Fig. 3 are shown. It is noted that algorithm (A) has the larger
possibility of smaller number of cluster head. For convenience of comparison
the average number of cluster heads is defined as follows:
z (pxQ)
average number of cluster heads - N
where, p - number of cluster heads;
Q - number of initial cluster heads with the same
number of cluster heads;
N - number of total nodes.
We see that the algorithms (A) has the minimum average number of
cluster heads, suggesting that the algorithm (A) is better than the other
two algorithms. But algorithm (D) gives the best result for Fig. 7.
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TABLE 1
Average number of cluster heads
# of initial cluster i # of cluster heads average number of
heads with same # of C 6 7 8 9 cluster heads
algorithm (A) 13 6 1 0 6.4
algorithm (B) 12 5 3 0 6.55
Fig. 3a
algorithm (C) 0 7 8 5 7.9
algorithm (D) 10 8 2 0 6.6
algorithm (A) 8 9 3 0 6.75
algorithm (B) 4 11 5 0 7.05
algorithm (C) 0 16 4 0 7.2 Fig. 3b
algorithm (D) 8 8 4 0 6.8
3 4 5 6
algorithm (A) 0 5 0 5 5
algorithm (B) 0 5 0 5 5
Fig. 7
algorithm (C) 0 4 0 6 5.2
algorithm (D) 4 6 0 0 3.6
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
1. A Packet Radio Network may be architecturally organized into clusters,
leading to a cluster head set problem. One of the basic problem is how
to construct the network with minimum number of clusters and adapt for
changing topology.
2. Using transformation from 3SAT, we proved that the optimal cluster head
set problem is NP-complete.
3. Several suboptimal algorithms are proposed to find the suboptimal
resolution of cluster structure. The algorithms only need the connectivity
matrix of a given network as their input. Every station can use the
same algorithm to decide the network structure and adapts to changing
topology.
4. The computer simulation programs show that it is easy to determine
the role of each station as a cluster head, a ordinary node, or a gateway.
It is noted that algorithm (A) is better than the other algorithms.
5. The main results of this report may be used as a base for further
research or practical implementation of PRNET.
-22-
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c suboptimal cluster head' algorithm a
c
c schaa
C
parameter (maxsize=20,node=O,ord node=l,cluster h=2)
integer TNN,M(maxsize,maxsize),ND(maxsize),NN(maxsize),
& IN,CHN,ONN,ON(maxsize),CH(maxsize),
& TYPE(maxsize),
& M MAX N,
&'· M MAX D,
& CM(maxsize,maxsize),
& Infile
integer HEAD
common/cluster/ CM,TYPE,HEAD(maxsize),CH,CHN,TNN
c
c TNN-total number of nodes
c M-connectivity matrix entries
c ND-node degree
c NN-node number
c IN-initial node
c CHN-cluster head number
c ONN-ordinary node number
c ON-ordinary node set
c CH-cluster head set
c ONEHNN-one hop node number
c ONEHN-one hop node set
c In_file, input file number
c
c
c input input file number
C
write(6,5)
5 format(' Enter input file number')
read (5,*) In_file
rewind(In file)
c
c
c read and write connectivity matrix
c
read(In file, 10)TNN
10 format(l2)
do 100 I=I,TNN
read (In file,20)(CM(I,J),J=1,TNN)
20 format(10011)
100 continue
write (50,30) (J,J=1,TNN)
30 format(lOx, 'CONNECTIVITY MATRIX',//6x,10013/)
do 200 1=I1,TNN
write (50,40) 1, (CM(!,J) ,J=1,TNN)
40 format(lx,15,10013)
200 continue
c
c initial node 'loop
c
do 1000 IN=1,TNN
do 250 I=1,TNN
do 260 J=1,TNN
M(I ,J)=CM(I ,J)
260 continue
250 continue
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c
c calculate node degrees and initialize TYPE
c
do 300 I=I,TNN
TYPE (I)=node
ND (I)=0
do 400 J=1,TNN
ND (I)=ND (I)+M(I ,J)
400 continue
300 continue
write(50,50) (ND(1),I=1,TNN)
50 format(//'ND ()=',10013)
c
c choose cluster head
c
c choose initial cluster head (by NN)
c initially no cluster head no ordinary node
CHN=O
ONN=O
CHN=1
CH (CHN)=IN
write (50,71) CHN,CHN,CH (CHN)
71 format(/'CHN=',12,3x,'CH(',12,')=',12)
I=IN
c
c loop for CH
c
60 TYPE(I)=cluster h
HEAD (I)=
do 500 J=1,TNN
if((M(I,J).eq.1).and.(TYPE(J).eq.node)) then
ONN=ONN+ 
ON (ONN)=J
TYPE (J) =ord node
HEAD (J)=l
end if
500 continue
c
c calculate node degree of updated matrix
do 600 I=1,TNN
ND(I)=O
do 650 J=1,TNN
if(((TYPE(I).eq.ord node).and.(TYPE(J).eq.node)).or. ((TYPE(I).eq.node).and.
& (TYPE(J).eq.node)) .or.((TYPE(I).eq.node).and.(TYPE(J).eq.ord_node)))then
ND (I)=ND (I)+M(I ,J)
end if
650 continue
600 continue
write(50,80) (ND(I) , I=1,TNN)
80 format(/'ND(I)=',10013)
c
c
c choose second cluster head
c
M MAX D=O
do 700 K=I,ONN
l=ON (K) -
do 750 J=1,TNN
if ((M(I,J).eq.1).and.(TYPE(J).eq.node))then
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if (ND(J).ge.M_MAX_D)then
M_MAX D=ND (J)
M MAX N=J
end if
do 720 L=1,TNN
if((M(J,L) .eq.1) .and. (TYPE (L) .eq.node) .and. (ND(L) .ge.M MAX_D))then
M MAX D=ND(L)
M MAX N=L
end if
720 continue
end if
750 continue
700 continue
if(M_MAX_D.eq.O)go to 105
CHN=CHN+1
CH(CHN)=M MAX N
write (50,82) CHN,CHN,CH (CHN)
82 format (/'CHN= ', 12,3x,'CH(', 12, ')=',12)
I=M MAX N
go to 60
C
c print list of CH
C
105 write(50,110)CHN
110 format(//'CHN=',12,/)
call GATEWAY(50)
1000 continue
close(In file)
close(50)
stop
end
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c suboptimal cluster head algorithm b
c
c schab
c
parameter (maxsize=20,node=O,ordnode=1,cluster h=2)
integer TNN,M(maxsize,maxsize),ND(maxsize) ,NN(maxsize),
& IN,CHN,ONN,ON(maxsize),CH(maxsize),
& TYPE (maxsize),
& M MAX N,
& M MAX D,
& CM(maxsize,maxsize),
& In file
integer HEAD
common/cluster/ CM,TYPE,HEAD(maxsize) ,CH,CHN,TNN
c
c TNN-total number of nodes
c M-connectivity matrix entries
c ND-node degree
c NN-node number
c IN-initial node
c CHN-cluster head number
c ONN-ordinary node number
c ON-ordinary node set
c CH-cluster head set
c ONEHNN-one hop node number
c ONEHN-one hop node set
c In_file, input file number
c
c
c input input file number
c
wri te (6,5)
5 format(' Enter input file number')
read (5,*) In file
rewind(In file)
c
c
c read and write connectivity matrix
c
read(In file, 10)TNN
10 format(l2)
do 100 1=I1,TNN
read (In_file,20)(CM(I,J),J=1,TNN)
20 format(10011)
100 continue
write (50,30) (J,J=1,TNN)
30 format(1Ox, 'CONNECTIVITY MATRIX',//6x,10013/)
do 200 I=1,TNN
wr ite(50,40) 1, (CM(I,J),J=1,TNN)
40 format(lx,15,10013)
200 continue
c
c initial node loop
c
do 1000 IN=I,TNN
do 250 I=I,TNN
do 260 J=1,TNN
M(I ,J)=CM(I ,J)
260 continue
250 continue
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c
c calculate node degrees and initialize TYPE
c
do 300 I=1,TNN
TYPE (I)=node
ND (I)=0
do 400 J=I,TNN
ND (I)=ND (I) +M(I ,J)
400 continue
300 continue
write(50,50) (ND(I) , I=1,TNN)
50 format(//'ND(I)=',10013)
c
c choose cluster head
c
c choose initial cluster head (by NN)
c initially no cluster head no ordinary node
CHN=O
ONN=O
CHN=1
CH(CHN)=IN
write (50,71) CHN,CHN,CH (CHN)
71 format(/'CHN=', 12,3x, 'CH(', 12, ')=', 12)
I=IN
c
c loop for CH
c
60 TYPE (I)=cluster h
HEAD (I)=I
do 500 J=I,TNN
if((M(I,J).eq.1).and.(TYPE(J).eq.node)) then
ONN=ONN+I
ON(ONN) =J
TYPE (J)=ord node
HEAD (J)=l
c delete Ith row Jth coloum
M(I ,J)=O
M (J, I)=0
end if
500 continue
c
c calculate node degrees of updated matrix-
c
M MAX D=0
do 600 I=I,TNN
ND (I)=O
if(TYPE (I).ne.node)go to 600
do 650 J=1,TNN
ND (I)=ND (I)+M(I ,J)
650 continue
if(ND(I) .ge.M_MAX_D)then
M MAX D=ND(I)
M MAX N=I
end if
600 continue
wr ite (50,80) (ND (I) , I=1,TNN)
80 format(/'ND ()=',10013)
c
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c choose second cluster head
if(M_MAX_D.eq.O)go to 105
A--~ ~ CHN=CHN+1
CH(CHN)=M MAX N
write(50,82)CHN,CHN,CH(CHN)
82 format(/'CHN=',12,3x,'CH(',12,')=',12)
I=M MAX N
go to 60
c
c print list of CH
c
105 write(50,110)CHN
110 format(//'CHN=',12,/)
call GATEWAY(50)
1000 continue
close(In file)
close(50)
stop
end
....... .
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c suboptimal cluster head-algorithm c
c schac
parameter (maxsize=20,node=0,ord node=l,cluster h=2)
integer TNN,M(maxsize,maxsize),ND(maxsize),NN(maxsize),
& IN,CHN,ONN,ON(maxsize),CH(maxsize),
& ONEHNN,ONEHN(maxsize),TYPE(maxsize),
& MAX ONEHN,M_MAX_ONEHN,
& MAX ONEHND,M MAX ONEHND,
& CM(maxsize,maxsize),
& In file
integer HEAD
common/cluster/ CM,TYPE,HEAD(maxsize),CH,CHN,TNN
c
c TNN-total number of nodes
c M-connectivity matrix entries
c ND-node degree
c NN-node number
c IN-initial node
c CHN-cluster head number
c ONN-ordinary node number
c ON-ordinary node set
c CH-cluster head set
c ONEHNN-one hop node number
c ONEHN-one hop node set
c In file, input file number
c
C
c input input file number
C
write (6,5)
5 format(' Enter input file number')
read(5,*) Infile
rewind(In file)
c
c
c read and write connectivity matrix
c
read(ln file,10)TNN
10 format(l2)
do 100 I=I,TNN
read (In file,20)(CM(I,J),J=1,TNN)
20 format(10011)
100 continue
write (50,30) (J,J=1,TNN)
30 format(1Ox, 'CONNECTIVITY MATRIX',//6x,10013/)
do 200 I=1,TNN
write(50,40) I, (CM(I,J),J=1,TNN)
40 format(Ix,15,10013)
200 continue
c
c initial node 'loop
c
do 1000 IN=1,20
do 250 I=I,TNN
do 260 J=1,TNN
M(I ,J)=CM(I ,J)
260 continue
250 continue
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C
c calculate node degrees and initialize TYPE
c
do 300 I=1,TNN
TYPE(I)=node
ND (I)=O
do 400 J=I,TNN
ND (I)=ND(I)+M (I ,J)
400 continue
300 continue
wr ite (50,50) (ND (I), 1=1,TNN)
50 format(//'ND(1)=',10013)
c
c choose cluster head
c
c choose initial cluster head (by NN)
c initially no cluster head no ordinary node
CHN=O
ONN=O
CHN=1
CH(CHN)=IN
write (50,71) CHN,CHN,CH (CHN)
71 format (/'CHN= ', 12,3x, 'CH(', 12, ')=',12)
I=IN
c
c loop for CH
c
60 TYPE (I)=cluster h
HEAD (I)=I
do 500 J=1,TNN
if((M(I,J).eq.1).and.(TYPE(J).eq.node)) then
ONN=ONN+I
ON (ONN)=J
TYPE (J)=ord node
HEAD (J)=l
end if
500 continue
c choose second cluster head
c
M MAX ONEHND=O
do 700 K=1,ONN
l=ON (K)
do 750 J=1,TNN
if((M(I,J).eq.1).and.(TYPE(J).eq.node).and.(ND(J).ge.M_MAX_ONEHND))then
M MAX ONEHND=ND(J)
M MAX ONEHN=J
end if
750 continue
700 continue
if(M MAX ONEHND.eq.O)go to 105
CHN=CHN+1
CH(CHN)=M MAX ONEHN
write (50,82) CHN,CHN,CH (CHN)
82 format(/'CHN=',12,3x,'CH(', 12, ')= ', 12)
I=M MAX.ONEHN
go to 60
c
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c print list of CH
c
105 wr ite (50, 110) CHN
... O110 format (//'CHN= ', 12,/)
call GATEWAY (50)
1000 continue
close(In file)
close (50)
stop
end
o,.. ... .
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c suboptimal cluster head algorithm d
C
c schad
parameter (maxsize=20,node=0,ord node=l,cluster_h=2)
integer TNN,M(maxsize,maxsize),ND(maxsize),NN(maxsize),
& IN,CHN,ONN,ON(maxsize),CH(maxsize),
& TYPE(maxsize),
& M MAX N,
& M MAX_D,
& CM(maxsize,maxsize),
& In file
integer HEAD
common/cluster/ CM,TYPE,HEAD(maxsize),CH,CHN,TNN
c
c TNN-total number of nodes
c M-connectivity matrix entries
c ND-node degree
c NN-node number
c IN-initial node
c CHN-cluster head number
c ONN-ordinary node number
c ON-ordinary node set
c CH-cluster head set
c ONEHNN-one hop node number
c ONEHN-one hop node set
c In file, input file number
c
c
c
c input input file number
c
write (6,5)
5 format(' Enter input file number')
read (5,*) In_file
rewind(In file)
c
c
c read and write connectivity matrix
read(In file, 10)TNN
10 format(l2)
do 100 I=I,TNN,
read (In_file,20) (CM(I,J),J=1,TNN)
20 format(10011)
100 continue
write(50,30) (J,J=1,TNN)
30 format(1Ox,'CONNECTIVITY MATRIX',//6x,10013/)
do 200 I=I,TNN
write(50,40) 1, (CM(I,J),J=I,TNN)
40 format(lx,15,10013)
200 continue
c
c initial node loop
do 1000 IN=1,TNN
do 250 I=1,TNN
do 260 J=1,TNN
M(, J)=CM(I ,J)
260 continue
250 continue
C
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c calculate node degrees and initialize TYPE
do 300 I=1,TNN
TYPE (I)=node
ND(I)=O
do 400 J=1,TNN ...
ND (I)=ND(I)+M(I ,J)
400 continue
300 continue
wr ite (50,50) (ND (I), =1,TNN)
50 format(//'ND(1)=',10013)
c
c choose cluster head
c
c
c choose initial cluster head (by NN)
c initially no cluster head no ordinary node
CHN=O
ONN=O
CHN=I
CH (CHN)=IN
write(50,71)CHN,CHN,CH(CHN)
71 format(/'CHN=',12,3x,'CH(',12,')=',12)
I=IN
c
c loop for CH
c
60 TYPE(I)=cluster h
HEAD(I)=I
do 500 J=I,TNN
if((M(I,J).eq.1).and.(TYPE(J).eq.node)) then
ONN=ONN+1
ON (ONN)=J
TYPE (J)=ord node
HEAD (J)=l
c delete Ith row Jth coloum
M(I ,J)=O
M(J, I)=O
end if
500 continue
c calculate node degrees of updated matrix
do 600 I=1,TNN
ND (I)=O
do 650 J=1,TNN
if(((TYPE(I).eq.ord_node).and.(TYPE(J).eq.node)).or.((TYPE(I).eq.node).and.
& (TYPE (J) .eq.node)) .or. ((TYPE (I) .eq.node) .and. (TYPE (J) .eq.ord_node)))then
ND (I)=ND(I)+M(I ,J)
end if
650 continue
600 continue
wr ite (50,80) (ND (I), I=1,TNN)
80 format(/'ND(I)=',10013)
c
c choose second cluster
c
M MAX D=O
do 700 JO=1,ONN
J=ON (JO)
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if(ND(J) .ge.M MAX_D)then
MMAX D=ND (J)
M MAX N=J
do 710 K=1,TNN
'C::::: if((M(J,K) .eq.1) .and. (TYPE (K) .eq.node) .and. (ND(K) .ge.M_MAX_D))then
M MAX D=ND (K)
M MAX N=K
do 720 L=I,TNN
if((M(K,L) .eq.1) .and. (TYPE (L) .eq.node) .and. (ND(L) .ge.M_MAX_D))then
M MAX D=ND(L)
M MAX N=L
end if
720 continue
end if
710 continue
end if
700 continue
if(M_MAX_D.eq.O)go to 105
CHN=CHN+1
CH(CHN)=M_MAX_N
write (50,82) CHN,CHN,CH (CHN)
82 format(/'CHN= ',12,3x,'CH(',12,')=',12)
I=M MAX N
go to 60
c print list of CH
105 write(50,110)CHN
110 format(//'CHN=',12,/)
call GATEWAY(50)
1000 continue
close(ln file)
........... close(50)
stop
end
(is::
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subroutine GATEWAY(out file)
parameter (maxsize=20,node=O,ord_node=1,cluster h=2)
integer CM,TYPE,HEAD,CH,CHN,TNN
common/cluster/ CM(maxsize,maxsize),TYPE(maxsize),HEAD(maxsize),CH(maxsize),CHN,
integer GW(maxsize,maxsize),out file,HI,HJ
c
do 1 I=I,TNN
do 1 J=I,TNN
1 GW(I,J)=O
c
do 2 1=1,TNN-1
do 3 J=I+1,TNN
if(CM(I,J).eq.O)go to 3
HI=HEAD (l)
HJ=HEAD (J)
if(HI.eq.HJ)go to 3
if((TYPE (I).eq.cluster_h).and.(TYPE(J).eq.cluster_h))then
GW(I ,J)=l
GW(J, I)=J
go to 3
end if
if((GW(HI,HJ).ne.HI).and.(GW(HJ,HI).ne.HJ))then
GW(HI ,HJ)=I
GW(HJ,HI)=J
end if
c
3 continue
2 continue
c
c write header
c
write(out file,40) (CH(J),J=1,CHN)
40 format(23x,'CLUSTER HEADS AND GATEWAYS',//20x,2015)
do 10 I=1,CHN
M=CH(I)
write(out file,30)M,(GW(M,CH(J)),J=I,CHN)
30 format(/18x,12,2015)
10. continue
return
end
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APPENDIX 2
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CONNECTIVITY MATRIX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000000o o o o o o o o
2 10 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 1 0 0 1 00 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Algorithms(A)
8 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FAlgor.thms (A)
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
17 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
ND(I)= 1 4 4 1 5 3 4 5 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 1 CH( 1)= 1
~. ND(I)= 0 3 4 1 5 3 4 5 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 2 CH( 2)= 8
ND(I)= 0 1 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 3 CH( 3)= 3
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 4 CH( 4)=12
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 5 CH( 5)=15
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 2 2
CHN= 6 CH( 6)=18
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHN= 6
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CLUSTER HEADS AND GATEWAYS
1 8 3 12 15 18
1 0 2 2 0 0 0
8 7 0 .5 10 0 o
3 3 3 0 0 0 0
12 0 11 0 0 13 14
15 0 o o 15 o 19
18 0 0 0 18 18 0
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CONNECTIVITY MATRIX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o o
102 1 0 1 10 0 10 O O O O O O O O O O O O
3 0- O O O O 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O
4 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Algorithm (A)
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 001000 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Fig. 3b
9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
ND(I)= 2 3 2 3 4 3 3 2 5 4 2 2 3 5 4 4 3 1 1 2
CHN= 1 CH( 1)= 1
.ND()= 0 1 2 1 4 3 3 2 5 4 2 2 3 5 4 4 3 1 1 2
CHN= 2 CH( 2)= 9
ND(I)= 0 0 2 0 1 3 3 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 4 4 3 1 1 2
CHN= 3 CH( 3)=16
ND(I)= 0 0 2 0 1 3 3 0 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
CHN= 4 CH( 4)= 7
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
CHN= 5 CH( 5)=11
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
CHN= 6 CH( 6)=18
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHN= 6
CLUSTER HEADS AND GATEWAYS
1 9 16 7 11 18
1 0 4 0 0 0 0
9 5 0 14 5 10 14
16 0 15 0 17 15 0
7 0 6 12 o o o
11 0 11 11 0 0 0
18 0 18 o o o o
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CONNECTIVITY MATRIX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
3 00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Algorithm (A)
5 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 ig. 7
6 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
ND(I)= 1 1 1 1 5 4 1 2 1 1
CHN= 1 CH( 1)= 5
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 2 1 1
CHN= 2 CH( 2)= 8
ND(I)= O 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0
CHN= 3 CH( 3)- 9
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
CHN= 4 CH( 4) = 7
ND(1)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHN= 4
CLUSTER HEADS AND GATEWAYS
5 8 9 7
5 0 6 6 6
8 8 0 0 0
9 9 o 0 0
7 7 o 0 0
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CONNECTIVITY MATRIX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o
2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 60010100100000000000Algorithm (B)
8 0000 O O 1 1 1 0 1 1 0000000000 O O O O O Algorithm (B)
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 100 0 0 0 0 0 Fig. 3a
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 o o 1 1
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 01
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
ND(I)= 1 4 4 1 5 3 4 5 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 1 CH( 1)= 1
.......... ND(I)= 0 0 4 1 5 3 4 5 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
..........
CHN= 2 CH( 2)= 8
ND (I)= 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 3 CH( 3) =15
ND(I)= 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 2
CHN= 4 CH( 4) = 3
ND(I)= 0 O O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 2
CHN= 5 CH( 5)=18
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHN= 6 CH ( 6) =12
ND (1)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHN= 6
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CLUSTER HEADS AND GATEWAYS
1 8 15 3 18 12
1 0 2 0 2 0 0
8 7 o 0 5 0 10
15 0 0 0 0 19 13
3 3 3 0o o o o 5-..5:-
18 0 0 18 0 0 14
12 0 11 12 0 12 0
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CONNECTIVITY MATRIX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 o o o o o 1 1 0 0 0 0 o o o o o o o o o
4 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 1 0 I o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o o
7 0 o 1 0 0 1 0 o o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Algorithn (B)
8 o o 0 o o o o o 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 o 0 0 o Fig. 3b
9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0000000 1 1 0 0 0 0
30000011 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 00000000000 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 O 0 1 0 0 0Algoritm 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 o.3b
1.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 o 1 o 1 1
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
*19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
ND(I)= 2 3 2 3 4 3 3 2 5 4 2 2 3 5 4 4 3 1 1 2
CHN= 1 CH( 1)= 2
ND(I)= 0 0 2 0 0 3 3 2 5 4 2 2 3 5 4 4 3 1 1 2
CHN= 2 CH( 2)=14
ND(I)= 0 0 2 0 0 3 3 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 3 0 1 2
CHN= 3 CH( 3)=16
ND(I)= 0 0 2 0 0 3 3 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHN= 4 CH( 4)= 7
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHN= 5 CH( 5)=11
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHN=. 6 CH( 6) = 8
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHN= 6
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CLUSTER HEADS AND GATEWAYS
2 14 16 7 11 8
2 0 5 0 5 0 0
14 9 0 15 0 10 9
16 0 16 0 17 0 0
7 6 0 12 0 0 0
11 0 11 0 0 0 0
8 0 8 -0 0 0 0
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CONNECTIVITY MATRIX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
3 O0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 o 0 0 1 0 o o 0 0
5 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 Algorithm (B)
6 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 Fig. 7
8 0 0 o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
ND(I)= 1 1 1 1 5 4 1 2 1 1
CHN= 1 CH( 1)= 5
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1
CHN= 2 CH( 2)= 8
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
CHN= 3 CH( 3)= 9
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
CHN= 4 CH( 4)= 7
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHN= 4
CLUSTER HEADS AND GATEWAYS
5 8 9 7
5 0 6 6 6
8 8 0 0 0
9 9 0 0 0
7. 7 o 0 0
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CONNECTIVITY MATRIX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1o 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O0
3 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Fg 
8 O O O O 1 1 1 0 1 1 O O O O O O 0 O O O9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 01 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
1-7 O O O O O O O O O O O O O O 1 1 O O O O
18 O 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 O O O O 1 1
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
ND(I)= 1 4 4 1 5 3 4 5 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 1 CH( 1)= 1
CHN= 2' CH( 2)= 5
CHN= 3 CH( 3)=10
CHN= 4 CH( 4)=12
CHN= 5 CH( 5)=15
CHN= 6 CH( 6)=18
CHN= 7 CH( 7)= 4
CHN= -7
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'1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 o 1 o 1 o o o o o 0 o o o o o o o o o o
a-~ii--iii: 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o
7 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Algorithm (C)
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Fig. 3b
9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
170 00 0 1 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0   1 0 0 1
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
190 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
ND)= 2 3 2 3 4 3 3 2 5 4 2 2 3 5 4 4 3 1 0 1 2
CHN= 1 CH( 1)= 1
(.:::::: CHN= 2 CH( 2)= 5
CHN= 3 CH( 3)=14
CHN= 4 CH( 4)=16
CHN= 5 CH( 5)= 7
CHN= 6 CH( 6)= 1 1
CHN= 7 CH( 7)= 8
CHN= 7
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8 0 8 -8 0 0 0 0 
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6 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 110 Fig 7
7 0 0 O 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 1 000 0 1
9 0 00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
ND(I)= 1 1 1 1 5 4 1 2 1 1
CHN= 1 CH( 1)= 5
CHN= 2 CH( 2)= 8
CHN= 3 CH( 3)= 9
CHN= 4 CH( 4)= 7
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
:.'.... 1 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-":!::::!": ' 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o
4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 1 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Algorithm (D)
6 0 0 101001 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Fig. 3a
7 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
ND(I)= 1 4 4 1 5 3 4 5 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 1 CH( 1)= 1
.(.; ND (I )= 0 3 4 1 5 3 4 5 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 2 CH( 2)= 8
ND (I)= 0 1 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 3 CH( 3)= 3
ND (I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 2 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 4 CH( 4)=12
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 4 3 2 3 3 2
CHN= 5 CH( 5)=15
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 O 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 2 2
CHN= 6 CH( 6)=18
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O 0 0 0 0 0
CHN= 6
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 1. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 O O O 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 00 00 0  0 0 Algorithm (D)
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0Fig.3b
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 000010000
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
ND(I)= 2 3 2 3 4 3 3 2 5 4 2 2 3 5 4 4 3 1 1 2
CHN= 1 CH( 1)= 1
ND(I)= 0 1 2 1 4 3 3 2 5 4 2 2 3 5 4 4 3 1 1 2
CHN= 2 CH( 2)= 9
ND(I)= 0 0 2 0 1 3 3 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 4 4 3 1 1 2
CHN= 3 CH( 3)= 7
ND (I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 2 4 4 3 1 1 2
CHN= 4 CH( 4)=16
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
CHN= 5 CH( 5)=11
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
CHN= 6 CH( 6)=18
ND(I)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHN= 6
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